ERIN CAHILL AND RYAN PAEVEY STAR IN
‘A TIMELESS CHRISTMAS,’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING NOVEMBER 15, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Christmas” Programming Event
STUDIO CITY, CA – October 29, 2020 – Erin Cahill (“Love, Fall & Order,” “Random Acts
of Christmas”) and Ryan Paevey (“General Hospital,” “Christmas at the Plaza”) star in “A
Timeless Christmas,” a new, original movie premiering Sunday, November 15 (8 p.m.
ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s beloved programming event, “Countdown
to Christmas” – your home for the holiday! The movie is based on the novel by award-winning
romance author Alexis Stanton. This is the second book from Hallmark Publishing, Crown Media’s
own book publishing division, to be adapted into a Hallmark Channel original movie.
Megan Turner (Cahill) is in love with the past. As a tour guide at a beautiful historic
mansion, she tells visitors about its original owner, Charles Whitley (Paevey). An inventor and
businessman in the early twentieth century, he rose from poverty to wealth only to disappear
without a trace. Charles was always intrigued by the future. He just never expected to go there.
But when he repairs a mysterious clock, he’s transported to the twenty-first century, with his
home overrun by strangers. Charles is determined to find a way back to his own era, especially
when he learns about what happened after he left. But as Megan introduces him to the wonders
of smartphones, pizza and modern holiday traditions, they both feel a once-in-a-lifetime
connection. Could it be that, somewhere in time, they belong together?
“A Timeless Christmas” is a Lighthouse Pictures production. Lincoln Lageson is executive
producer. Jamie Goehring, Shawn Williamson and Kevin Leslie are producers. Ron Oliver directed
from a script by Duane Poole and Ron Oliver.
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